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Luxembourg, EU snub Pompeo in final
Europe trip, diplomats say

BRUSSELS/WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo cancelled his Europe trip at the last
minute on Tuesday after Luxembourg’s foreign minister
and top European Union officials declined to meet him,
European diplomats and other people familiar with the
matter said.
FILE PHOTO: Secretary of State Mike Pompeo speaks at
the National Press Club in Washington, DC, U.S., January
12, 2021. Andrew Harnik/Pool via REUTERS/File Photo
The Europeans snubbed Washington’s top envoy days after
the storming of the U.S. Capitol by thousands of supporters of President Donald Trump, an unprecedented attack
on American democracy that stunned many world leaders
and U.S. allies.
Pompeo, a close ally of Trump, had sought to meet Jean
Asselborn in Luxembourg, a small but wealthy NATO ally,
before meeting EU leaders and the bloc’s top diplomat in
Brussels, three people close to the planning told Reuters.
Pompeo had originally planned to go to Luxembourg, but
that leg of the trip was scrapped, one diplomatic source
said, after officials there showed reluctance to grant him
appointments. The Brussels leg was still on until the last
minute.
But Pompeo’s final visit schedule in Brussels was not
going to involve any meetings with the EU or any public

events at NATO. A third diplomatic source said allies were
“embarrassed” by Pompeo after the violence in Washington
last Wednesday.
Trump encouraged his supporters at a rally to march on the
building that houses the Senate and the House of Representatives while lawmakers were certifying Democrat President-elect Joe Biden’s Nov. 3 election victory. Republican
Trump claims, without providing evidence, that the election
was stolen from him.

In Brussels, Pompeo was due to have a private dinner with
NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg on Wednesday evening at Stoltenberg’s private residence, before meeting Belgian
Foreign Minister Sophie Wilmes, whose country is a NATO
ally.

Pompeo condemned the violence but made no reference to the
role Trump’s baseless claims played in galvanizing the march
on the Capitol.

The cold shoulder was a contrast with Pompeo’s previous visits to Brussels, which is home to NATO and EU headquarters,
over the past three years, where he has given keynote speeches on U.S. policy and met the EU’s chief
executive, even as Europe balked at Trump’s foreign
policy.

Appalled by the violence, Luxembourg’s Asselborn had called
Trump a “criminal” and a “political pyromaniac” on RTL
Radio the next day.

In 2018, Pompeo said in Brussels that Trump’s ‘America First’
policy was reshaping the post-World War Two system on the
basis of sovereign states, not institutions such as the EU.

Luxembourg’s foreign ministry confirmed the previously
planned stop there was cancelled, but declined to give further
details. The EU declined to comment.

EU officials, who say they were exhausted by Trump’s unpredictability, are eager to build fresh ties with Biden.

The U.S. State Department, in a statement, attributed the
cancellation to transition work before Biden takes office on
Jan. 20, even if until recently Pompeo had been reluctant to
unequivocally recognise Biden’s win. The State Department
declined further comment on European officials’ rejection of
meetings with Pompeo.

It was not immediately clear why Pompeo sought to go to
Brussels so near to the end of Trump’s term.
One source, while explaining why Pompeo chose to remain in
Washington, cited his eagerness to roll out planned foreign policy tasks until the end of the term and help keep the continuity
of government.
For nearly three years, Pompeo, an evangelical Christian,
proved a loyal executor of Trump’s unconventional style.
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Trump’
Trump
’s Final Days
President Trump incited a group of his
supporters who violently stormed the
Capitol. Congress once again will start to
impeach him, even though this time,
there are only a few days remaining in
his term.

exists in America.”
Scholars indicated that the company’ s
decision may be unwise, but it is perfectly legal because the First Amendment
doesn’ t require any private forum to
publish anyone’s speech.

No president has ever been impeached
twice or in his waning days in office.
In Washington, Secretary of State Pompeo said the U.S. government would reWhile it may seem pointless to impeach lax its restriction on interactions between
a president just as he is about to leave American officials and their counterparts
office, yet if he were convicted, the Sen- in Taiwan as the Trump administration
ate could vote to bar him from ever hold- seeks to lock in a tougher line against
ing office again. History gives us little the Chinese government in its final days.
guidance on the question of whether a In the statement, Pompeo said, “Execpresident can be impeached once he utive branch agencies should consider
leaves office.
all contact guidelines regarding relations
with Taiwan previously issued by the DeToday Twitter permanently banned Pres- partment of State under authorities deleident Trump’ s account. Trump Jr. said gated to the Secretary of State to be null
on Twitter that, “Free speech no longer and void.”
Right after the
No doubt, Pompeo’ s action in the final create tense relations in the Asian Pacifannouncement,
one
Chinese days of the Trump administration will ic region.
newspaper
wrote, “If this is
a new starting
point of U.S. Taiwan policy, it
will also start the
countdown of the
survival of the
Taiwan authority.
”
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COVID-19 Global
Pandemic Roundup
01/13/21

another national wave of infections. The
surge comes as the World Health Organization’s team of investigators probing
the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic
are set to arrive in China on Thursday.
The NHC, which announced their arrival
date on Monday, declined to provide the
team’s itinerary.

new measures to control COVID-19 infections, including a suspension of interprovincial travel, use of some public
spaces and other activities.

The Pandemic Around The World

Public transport has been suspended in Shijiazhuang, (Photo/China Image: REUTERS)
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Leading The News
China Reports Biggest Daily
COVID-19 Cases In Over 5 Months

SHANGHAI/BEIJING (Reuters) - Mainland China saw its biggest daily increase in
COVID-19 cases in over five months, the
country’s health authority said on Monday, as new infections in Hebei province
surrounding Beijing continued to rise. A
county in northeastern Heilongjiang province on Monday moved into lockdown after reporting new coronavirus infections,
state television also reported separately.
Hebei accounted for 82 of the 85 new local

infections reported on Jan. 10, the National Health Commission (NHC) said
in a statement, with Liaoning province
also reporting two new cases and Beijing reporting one new case. The country also saw 18 new imported infections
from overseas. The total number of
new COVID-19 cases stood at 103, the
highest since 127 cases were reported
on July 30.

Though the recent case tallies remain
a small fraction of what the country
saw at the height of the outbreak in
early 2020, authorities are moving aggressively to curb its spread to avoid

How COVID-19 is affecting the globe
Confirmed cases of COVID-19 have now
passed 90.2 million globally, according
to the Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center. The number of confirmed
deaths stands at more than 1.93 million.
Indonesia has extended a ban on foreign visitors for a further 14 days, in an
effort to control the transmission of the
coronavirus. Oil prices have fallen, as a
result of concerns about global demand
in the face of restrictions in Europe and
new measures in parts of China to tackle the coronavirus. Mexico has reported
more than 10,000 new COVID-19 cases - although the real number is likely to
be much higher, officials say. Authorities
have also confirmed the presence of the
new variant first seen in Britain in the
north of the country.

The new variant has also been detected
in the port city of Marseille and in the
Alps, according to French authorities.
The UK is opening seven large-scale
vaccination centres today, to help accelerate the rollout of the COVID-19
vaccine. Israel has begun to roll out
COVID-19 vaccine booster shots, as
three weeks have passed since the start
of the country’s inoculation programme.
Belgium’s death toll from COVID-19
has reached 20,000 - one of the highest
per capita in the world. Authorities in
Cuban capital Havana have announced

2. China sees biggest daily COVID-19
case rise in over five months
Mainland China has seen its biggest
daily increase in COVID-19 cases in
more than 5 months, according to the national health authority. Of the 85 new local infections reported on 10 January, 82
were in Hebei province. Eighteen new
imported infections were also reported,
with the 103 total the highest since 127
new cases were reported on 30 July.
Authorities have moved quickly in an attempt to halt the spread of the virus, with
a lockdown introduced in Shijiazhuang,
Hebei’s capital. People and vehicles are
barred from leaving the city, with public
transport also halted.
3. COVAX secures 2 billion vaccine
doses COVAX, which aims to secure
equitable global access to vaccines, has
secured 2 billion doses of COVID-19
vaccines, World Health Organization
Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus said on Friday. It also has
first refusal on an additional 1 billion
doses. But, he warned that high and middle-income countries continue to buy up
vaccines. “This potentially bumps up the
price for everyone and means high-risk
people in the poorest and most marginalized countries don’t get the vaccine,”
he said.

A Tweet From the WHO

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
@DrTedros
Jan 10

I urge #COVID19 vaccine manufacturers to prioritise supply through COVAX;
countries that have contracts for more
vaccines than they need should donate
them to COVAX immediately & stop
making bilateral deals. COVAX is ready.
The time to deliver vaccines equitably is
now!
Let’s show our respect & appreciation
for health & care workers by protecting
each other & vaccinating ALL #healthworkers EVERYWHERE now. Ending
the #COVID19 pandemic is one of humanity’s great races & whether we like
it or not, we will win or lose this race
together. #ACTogether
(Courtesy weformum.org)
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President Donald Trump waves as he departs the White House on travel to
visit the U.S.-Mexico border Wall in Texas. REUTERS/Kevin Lamarque

Editor’s Choice

General view of the Helsinki Cathedral during a heavy snow storm in Helsinki, Finland. Vesa Moilanen/Lehtikuva

Children use a boat at a flooded area in Obot village, near Shkodra, Albania. REUTERS/Florion Goga

Indonesian Navy members take pictures of a part of the retrieved black box of Sriwijaya Air flight
SJ 182, which crashed into the sea off the Jakarta coast. REUTERS/Ajeng Dinar Ulfiana

A general view during stage 9 of the Dakar Rally in Saudi Arabia. REUTERS/Hamad I Mohammed

A flock of birds flies at the Taal Volcano island, a year after the volcano erupted, in Batangas province, Philippines. REUTERS/Lisa Marie David

A health worker wearing a protective suit enjoys the falling snow at a coronavirus testing site in Seoul, South
Korea. Yonhap via REUTERS

Workers install heavy-duty security fencing around the U.S. Capitol a day after supporters of President Trump stormed the building. REUTERS/Erin Scott
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COMMUNITY
In 1957 A Flu Pandemic Hit The U.S., But Maurice Hilleman
Was Ready With A Vaccine He Mass Produced In Only Months

The Virologist Who Saved Millions Of
Children—And Stopped A Pandemic

Virologist Maurice Hilleman with his research team at the Walter Reed Army
Medical Research Institute in 1957. That year Hilleman and his team would
identify and develop 40 million vaccine doses to combat a flu virus from Hong
Kong. (PHOTO/ ED CLARK, LIFE PICTURE COLLECTION/GETTY)
By Guest Writer Sydney Combs
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
In April 1957, a mysterious illness was making
its way through Hong Kong. Medical workers encountered throngs of children with “glassy-eyed
stares,” and more than 10 percent of the city’s
population was infected with influenza. The scientific community stayed quiet, but American virologist Maurice Hilleman recognized the threat:
A pandemic was brewing. Hilleman thought the
disease was a new strain of influenza capable of
spreading around the world. By the time the virus arrived in the U.S. in fall 1957, he was ready
with a vaccine. His work prevented millions from
contracting the deadly virus—and that’s a small
fraction of the people Hilleman would save over
the course of his career.

Students sick with the 1957 “Asian flu” lie in

廣告

temporary cots set up in the student union
building at the University of Massachusetts.
More than 100,000 people in the U.S. died
from the virus. (PHOTO/ BETTTMANN,
GETTY)
Born in August 1919, at the height of the
Spanish flu, Hilleman was raised on a farm
near Miles City, Montana. During the Depression, he managed to get a job as an assistant
manager at a J.C. Penney store and planned
to spend the rest of his professional career
with the company—until his older brother
convinced him to apply to college. He went
to Montana State University on a full scholarship, graduated first in his class in 1941—and
was accepted to every graduate school he applied to. As a doctoral student in microbiology
at the University of Chicago, Hilleman proved
that chlamydia was actually a bacteria instead
of a virus, a discovery that helped doctors treat
the disease. Against his professor’s wishes,
Hilleman went into the pharmaceutical industry instead of academia because he believed

he’d be better positioned there to bring the benefits of his research to patients.
By the end of his career, he would develop
more than 40 vaccines that prevented disease
and death throughout the world.

The Father Of Modern Vaccines, Maurice
Hilleman.
Heading off a pandemic
After four years with the E.R. Squibb pharmaceutical company in New Jersey, Hilleman
transferred to the Walter Reed Army Medical
Research Institute in Washington, D.C., to
study respiratory illnesses and influenza outbreaks. There he proved that influenza viruses
undergo mutations that allow them to bypass
antibodies previously developed to the strain.
This explained why one influenza vaccine
didn’t protect a person for life, as a smallpox or
polio vaccine could.
FLU VIRUS 101The influenza virus is a recurring nightmare, killing thousands of people
each year. Learn how the virus attacks its host,
why it’s nearly impossible to eradicate, and
what scientists are doing to combat it. Through
this research, Hilleman became convinced that
the virus in Hong Kong could be substantially
different from existing strains, and thus could
be deadly if it came to the United States or other
nations. When he picked up a copy of The New
York Times on April 17, 1957 and read about
the situation in Hong Kong, he exclaimed, “My
God. This is the pandemic. It’s here!” The next
day he asked the military to collect virus samples there. A month later, he received gargled
saltwater from an ill Navy serviceman who had
been to Hong Kong. Hilleman began incubating
the virus and testing it against antibodies from
hundreds of soldiers and civilians. He couldn’t
find a single person with antibodies to this
strain of influenza. Hilleman sent samples of
the new virus to other research organizations,
which confirmed that only a few elderly citizens who had survived the 1889-1890 influenza
pandemic had any antibody resistance. That
meant nearly everyone was at risk of catching

the new strain.
“In 1957 we all missed it. The military missed it
and the World Health Organization missed it,”
Hilleman later said in an interview.

Boxes of Hilleman’s vaccines for the 1957
flu are rushed by helicopter throughout the
(PHOTO/WALTER SANDERS/LIFE PICTURE COLLECTION/GETTY)
Realizing how little time the country had to
prepare, Hilleman contacted pharmaceutical
manufacturers directly and asked them to make
a vaccine from his samples. He also demanded
that roosters that would otherwise have been
killed be kept alive to fertilize enough eggs to
prepare the vaccine. Even though his work had
not yet been reviewed by the main U.S. vaccine regulatory agency, the Division of Biological Standards, the pharmaceutical companies
agreed. Because regulations now are far tighter
this type of workaround would be impossible
today. Because of Hilleman’s perseverance, 40
million doses of the vaccine had been created
by the time the flu hit American shores in fall
1957. Ultimately, the virus killed 1.1 million
people worldwide and an estimated 116,000
people in the United States. But the U.S. surgeon general at the time, Leonard Burney, said
the virus would have infected millions more
Americans had there been no vaccine. The U.S.
military awarded Hilleman a Distinguished
Service Medal for his work.
“That’s the only time we ever averted a pandemic with a vaccine,” Hilleman recalled.
Out of the spotlight
Hilleman’s success was in part due to his po-
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sition at Merck, the pharmaceutical company
he worked at for 47 years. He was given direct
control over his research there, and with Merck’s ample financial resources at their disposal,
Hilleman and his team developed more than 40
vaccines for humans and animals. “There was
money to spend to do what you needed to do
[at Merck]. Money wasn’t an object. You could
do your research,” Hilleman’s second wife Lorraine Witmer once told Hilleman’s biographer.
By working in the private sector—the “dirty
industry” as Hilleman joked—he was able to
guide his research from the lab to the marketplace with his signature brashness.
The pharmaceutical industry had its drawbacks,
though, and at times prevented Hilleman from
gaining public recognition for his work. “I
thought that if my name appeared on the paper,
or if I was the one put in front of the television
cameras or radio microphones, people would
think that I was selling something,” Hilleman
explained after his name was not included on
the paper proving his hepatitis B vaccine was
effective.

Virologist Maurice Hilleman.
In the end, Hilleman didn’t name a single discovery after himself. Hilleman and his team
developed eight of the 14 vaccines currently
recommended for children: measles, mumps,
hepatitis A, hepatitis B, chickenpox, meningitis, pneumonia, and Haemophilus influenzae
(Hib vaccine). The WHO estimates that the
measles vaccine alone prevented 20.3 million
deaths worldwide between 2000 and 2015.
At the time of Hilleman’s death, scientists in the
field credited him with likely saving more people than any other scientist in the 20th century.
“The scientific quality and quantity of what he
did was amazing,” Dr. Anthony Fauci told The
New York Times in 2005. “Just one of his accomplishments would be enough to have made
for a great scientific career.” (Courtesy https://
www.nationalgeographic.com/)

